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Vels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medicalVels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medicalVels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medical
camp for the benefit of public in vadamadhurai Village on 08.03.2022.camp for the benefit of public in vadamadhurai Village on 08.03.2022.camp for the benefit of public in vadamadhurai Village on 08.03.2022.    

The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 50The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 50The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 50
medical students (2021 batch) and 30 NSS students (Vels pallavarammedical students (2021 batch) and 30 NSS students (Vels pallavarammedical students (2021 batch) and 30 NSS students (Vels pallavaram
campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,
Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.      

The medical team consisted of Dr. Senthil, MD., (General Medicine),The medical team consisted of Dr. Senthil, MD., (General Medicine),The medical team consisted of Dr. Senthil, MD., (General Medicine),                
Dr. Anand Pandyaraj, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Vishnu Priya ,Dr. Anand Pandyaraj, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Vishnu Priya ,Dr. Anand Pandyaraj, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Vishnu Priya ,
(Dermatologist), and Compunders Mr.Suresh and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.(Dermatologist), and Compunders Mr.Suresh and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.(Dermatologist), and Compunders Mr.Suresh and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.   

The teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inauguratedThe teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inauguratedThe teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inaugurated
with a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD and Dr.Archanawith a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD and Dr.Archanawith a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD and Dr.Archana
department of Community Medicine and with the presentation ofdepartment of Community Medicine and with the presentation ofdepartment of Community Medicine and with the presentation of
shawl to the doctors by the members of village panchayat.shawl to the doctors by the members of village panchayat.shawl to the doctors by the members of village panchayat.    

Many villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity byMany villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity byMany villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity by
NSS volunteers.NSS volunteers.NSS volunteers.    

In total,52 villagers attended the medical camp and benefitted.In total,52 villagers attended the medical camp and benefitted.In total,52 villagers attended the medical camp and benefitted.    

The NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood Pressure
tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.    

Nearly 150 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 150 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 150 people have undergone their general health check-ups and
25 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups.25 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups.25 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups.    

After the checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesAfter the checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesAfter the checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicines
provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.   

Few of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatment
at VMCH.at VMCH.at VMCH.   

The medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in making
this camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directed
people in all needy way.people in all needy way.people in all needy way.

2021 - 2022



08.03.2022

Health camp at Red Hills
 Totally 138 (M-90., F-48)
 patients were screened.

Referred 42 patients to VMCH



08.03.2022



08.03.2022



Vels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medicalVels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medicalVels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medical
camp for the benefit of public in Thanakulam Village on 10.04.2022.camp for the benefit of public in Thanakulam Village on 10.04.2022.camp for the benefit of public in Thanakulam Village on 10.04.2022.    

The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 50The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 50The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 50
medical students (2021 batch) and 25 NSS students (vels pallavarammedical students (2021 batch) and 25 NSS students (vels pallavarammedical students (2021 batch) and 25 NSS students (vels pallavaram
campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,
Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.   

The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.
Muthu Raman, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Abirami, (Dermatologist), andMuthu Raman, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Abirami, (Dermatologist), andMuthu Raman, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Abirami, (Dermatologist), and
Compunders Mr.Suresh and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.Compunders Mr.Suresh and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.Compunders Mr.Suresh and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.   

The teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inauguratedThe teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inauguratedThe teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inaugurated
with a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD, department ofwith a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD, department ofwith a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD, department of
Community Medicine and with the presentation of shawl to the doctorsCommunity Medicine and with the presentation of shawl to the doctorsCommunity Medicine and with the presentation of shawl to the doctors
by the members of village panchayat.by the members of village panchayat.by the members of village panchayat.    

Many villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity byMany villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity byMany villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity by
NSS volunteers. In total, 32 villagers attended the medical camp andNSS volunteers. In total, 32 villagers attended the medical camp andNSS volunteers. In total, 32 villagers attended the medical camp and
benefitted.benefitted.benefitted.    

The NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood Pressure
tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.    

Nearly 150 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 150 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 150 people have undergone their general health check-ups and
16 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups. After16 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups. After16 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups. After
the checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesthe checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesthe checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicines
provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.   

Few of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatment
at VMCH.at VMCH.at VMCH.   

The medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in making
this camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directed
people in all needy way.people in all needy way.people in all needy way.

2021 - 2022



10.04.2022
Health camp at Kilambakkam
Total no of attendees 126 (M-

44.,F-79&C-3).
Referals to VMCH-22



10.04.2022



10.04.2022



SURVEY CONDUCTED
GLIMPSES
2021 - 2022





FAMILY ADOPTION PROGRAMME
IN

VMCH

2022 - 2023



Vels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medicalVels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medicalVels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medical
camp for the benefit of public in Bandikavanoor Village on 08.08.2022 &camp for the benefit of public in Bandikavanoor Village on 08.08.2022 &camp for the benefit of public in Bandikavanoor Village on 08.08.2022 &
10.11.2022.10.11.2022.10.11.2022.    

The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 50The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 50The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 50
medical students (2022 batch) and 30 NSS students (vels pallavarammedical students (2022 batch) and 30 NSS students (vels pallavarammedical students (2022 batch) and 30 NSS students (vels pallavaram
campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,
Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.   

The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.
Muthu Raman, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Abirami, (Dermatologist), andMuthu Raman, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Abirami, (Dermatologist), andMuthu Raman, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Abirami, (Dermatologist), and
Compunders Mr.Suresh and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.Compunders Mr.Suresh and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.Compunders Mr.Suresh and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.   

The teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inauguratedThe teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inauguratedThe teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inaugurated
with a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD, department ofwith a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD, department ofwith a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD, department of
Community Medicine and with the presentation of shawl to the doctorsCommunity Medicine and with the presentation of shawl to the doctorsCommunity Medicine and with the presentation of shawl to the doctors
by the members of village panchayat.by the members of village panchayat.by the members of village panchayat.    

Many villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity byMany villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity byMany villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity by
NSS volunteers. In total, 80 villagers attended the medical camp andNSS volunteers. In total, 80 villagers attended the medical camp andNSS volunteers. In total, 80 villagers attended the medical camp and
benefitted.benefitted.benefitted.    

The NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood Pressure
tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.    

Nearly 150 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 150 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 150 people have undergone their general health check-ups and
32 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups. After32 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups. After32 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups. After
the checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesthe checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesthe checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicines
provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.   

Few of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatment
at VMCH.at VMCH.at VMCH.   

The medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in making
this camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directed
people in all needy way.people in all needy way.people in all needy way.

2022 - 2023



Health camp at MALLING
KUPPAM., Near ARANI along with

medical & paramedical staff.,
totally 135 patients were screened.,

Referrals to VMCH-30

08.08.2022



08.08.2022



08.08.2022



10.11.2022

Health camp at EEDUR.,
Total no of attendees 111.,

M-35., F-76., Referals to
VMCH-22



10.11.2022



Vels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medicalVels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medicalVels Medical College and Hospital, organized a one-day free medical
camp for the benefit of public in Neyveli Village on 20.02.2023.camp for the benefit of public in Neyveli Village on 20.02.2023.camp for the benefit of public in Neyveli Village on 20.02.2023.    

The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 150The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 150The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 150
medical students (2022 batch) and 55 NSS students (vels pallavarammedical students (2022 batch) and 55 NSS students (vels pallavarammedical students (2022 batch) and 55 NSS students (vels pallavaram
campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,
Dr.Neelakanti Rajashekar, Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A andDr.Neelakanti Rajashekar, Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A andDr.Neelakanti Rajashekar, Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A and
Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.Dr.S.Sivaanusuya.

The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.
Anand Pandyaraj, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Vishnu Priya ,Anand Pandyaraj, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Vishnu Priya ,Anand Pandyaraj, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Vishnu Priya ,
(Dermatologist), and Compunders Mr.Venkatesh and Mr.Balaji from(Dermatologist), and Compunders Mr.Venkatesh and Mr.Balaji from(Dermatologist), and Compunders Mr.Venkatesh and Mr.Balaji from
VMCH.VMCH.VMCH.   

The teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inauguratedThe teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inauguratedThe teams arrived to the location at 9 am and the camp was inaugurated
with a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD and Dr.Sathishwith a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD and Dr.Sathishwith a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD and Dr.Sathish
dev department of Community Medicine and with the presentation ofdev department of Community Medicine and with the presentation ofdev department of Community Medicine and with the presentation of
shawl to the doctors by the members of village panchayat. Manyshawl to the doctors by the members of village panchayat. Manyshawl to the doctors by the members of village panchayat. Many
villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity by NSSvillagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity by NSSvillagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity by NSS
volunteers.volunteers.volunteers.    

In total,65 villagers attended the medical camp and benefitted.In total,65 villagers attended the medical camp and benefitted.In total,65 villagers attended the medical camp and benefitted.    

The NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood Pressure
tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.    

Nearly 450 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 450 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 450 people have undergone their general health check-ups and
25 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups. After25 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups. After25 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups. After
the checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesthe checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesthe checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicines
provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.   

Few of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatment
at VMCH.at VMCH.at VMCH.   

The medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in making
this camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directed
people in all needy way.people in all needy way.people in all needy way.

2022 - 2023



20.02.2023

Health camp at
KAKIVAKKAM., Total no of
attendees 80., M-20., F-60.,

Referals to VMCH-37



20.02.2023



20.02.2023



SURVEY CONDUCTED
GLIMPSES
2022 - 2023





FAMILY ADOPTION PROGRAMME
IN

VMCH

2023 - 2024



Vels Medical College and Hospital,with an intention to provide access ofVels Medical College and Hospital,with an intention to provide access ofVels Medical College and Hospital,with an intention to provide access of
medical health care and generate awareness towards health among themedical health care and generate awareness towards health among themedical health care and generate awareness towards health among the
underprivileged sections of the society, one day medical health campunderprivileged sections of the society, one day medical health campunderprivileged sections of the society, one day medical health camp
was organised at Alinjivakkam Village on 20.08.2023 & 16.11.2023.was organised at Alinjivakkam Village on 20.08.2023 & 16.11.2023.was organised at Alinjivakkam Village on 20.08.2023 & 16.11.2023.    

The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 150The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 150The medical camp was conducted and its organizing team included 150
medical students (2023 batch) and 45 NSS students (vels pallavarammedical students (2023 batch) and 45 NSS students (vels pallavarammedical students (2023 batch) and 45 NSS students (vels pallavaram
campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,campus) led by Dr. Bhaskar Singam Setty, Dr.Archana Carolin,
Dr.Neelakanti Rajashekar, Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A,Dr.Neelakanti Rajashekar, Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A,Dr.Neelakanti Rajashekar, Dr.Sathish Dev, Dr.Jayanandhini.A,
Dr.S.Sivaanusuya and DXr.Nishanthan.Dr.S.Sivaanusuya and DXr.Nishanthan.Dr.S.Sivaanusuya and DXr.Nishanthan.   

The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.The medical team consisted of Dr. Shankar, MD., (General Medicine), Dr.
Vikram, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Vishnu Priya , (Dermatologist), andVikram, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Vishnu Priya , (Dermatologist), andVikram, MS., (General Surgery), Dr. Vishnu Priya , (Dermatologist), and
Compunders Mr.Venkatesh, Mr.Seenu and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.Compunders Mr.Venkatesh, Mr.Seenu and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.Compunders Mr.Venkatesh, Mr.Seenu and Mr.Balaji from VMCH.   

The teams arrived to the location at 10 am and the camp wasThe teams arrived to the location at 10 am and the camp wasThe teams arrived to the location at 10 am and the camp was
inaugurated with a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD andinaugurated with a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD andinaugurated with a welcome speech by Dr.Bhaskar, Prof and HOD and
Dr.Neelakanti rajashekar department of Community Medicine and withDr.Neelakanti rajashekar department of Community Medicine and withDr.Neelakanti rajashekar department of Community Medicine and with
the presentation of shawl to the doctors by the members of villagethe presentation of shawl to the doctors by the members of villagethe presentation of shawl to the doctors by the members of village
panchayat.panchayat.panchayat.    

Many villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity byMany villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity byMany villagers participated in the camp thanks to wide publicity by
NSS volunteers. In total,85 villagers attended the medical camp andNSS volunteers. In total,85 villagers attended the medical camp andNSS volunteers. In total,85 villagers attended the medical camp and
benefitted.benefitted.benefitted.    

The NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood PressureThe NSS also arranged for free Blood Sugar Level and Blood Pressure
tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.tests which were hugely useful for many villagers.    

Nearly 450 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 450 people have undergone their general health check-ups andNearly 450 people have undergone their general health check-ups and
50 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups.50 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups.50 people were benefitted with the dermatology-skin check-ups.    

After the checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesAfter the checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicinesAfter the checks up, many people were benefitted with the medicines
provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.provided free of cost by VMCH.   

Few of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatmentFew of the patients were referred by the doctors for further treatment
at VMCH.at VMCH.at VMCH.   

The medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in makingThe medical students and NSS volunteers played a vital role in making
this camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directedthis camp success with their dedication in serving people, they directed
people in all needy way.people in all needy way.people in all needy way.

2023 - 2024



Health camp at
Eeguvaripalem., Total no

camp attendees 98., M-12., F-
86., Referals to Vels Hospital-

21

20.08.2023



20.08.2023



20.08.2023



Health camp conducted at
Aathupakkam ., Total no of

Attendees 112(M-68., F-44)., 18
were referred to VMCH

16.11.2023



16.11.2023



16.11.2023



16.11.2023



SURVEY CONDUCTED
GLIMPSES
2023 - 2024












































































